
Predict pump lifetime and early failure
using pump final quality tests data

Challenge Owner: Pfeiffer Vacuum

Pfeiffer Vacuum offers comprehensive high performance vacuum solutions for a
variety of markets. The current challenge is focused on products targeting the
semiconductor processing business. Pfeiffer Vacuum has approx. 3,300 employees
worldwide and more than 20 subsidiaries. The corporation is listed on the German
TecDAX stock index.

Context

Pfeiffer manufactures vacuum dry primary pumps based on rotating roots
technology, assembled with parts machined by Pfeiffer. The semiconductor market
is very demanding: vacuum is used in process chamber and each production tool is
equipped with several pumps. An unexpected pump failure can bring high-cost
production loss for end-users. Furthermore, production time can be lost for process
chamber cleaning and its requalification. It is fundamental that no default occurs
after start up and to be able to predict if the pump could fail at user site.

Challenge

Pumps are high precision rotating objects with mechanical tolerance at micron
scale, and can be subject to seizure. After assembly, pumps undergo final quality
tests, numerous data are recorded: vibrations, noise level, pressure, power,
temperature. Once the tests are passed, the pumps are sent to customers to run on
semiconductor processing equipment. Early failures (30 days after pump installation)
can happen at customer site, and are usually linked to manufacturing quality issues
and mechanical problems. Their detection is the main objective of this challenge, as
they are not detected by today’s quality tests.

Expected demonstration:

The objective of the challenge is to exploit Pfeiffer’s available final Quality Control
data and use AI to detect risks of early failure before pumps are sent to customers. It
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is necessary to identify the potential failure root causes and consequently improve
quality and reliability of the production.

Available datasets:

Manufacturing data are available and will be used for the challenge. A service
database has been put in place several years ago, it is based on Pfeiffer servicing
information and has been used to generate a first platform to manage and follow up
the installed base. These data will be available for the challenge.


